Abstract. Recent renewed interest in optimizing and analyzing floatingpoint programs has lead to a diverse array of new tools for numerical programs. These tools are often complementary, each focusing on a distinct aspect of numerical programming. Building reliable floating point applications typically requires addressing several of these aspects, which makes easy composition essential. This paper describes the composition of two recent floating-point tools: Herbie, which performs accuracy optimization, and Daisy, which performs accuracy verification. We find that the combination provides numerous benefits to users, such as being able to use Daisy to check whether Herbie's unsound optimizations improved the worst-case roundoff error, as well as benefits to tool authors, including uncovering a number of bugs in both tools. The combination also allowed us to compare the different program rewriting techniques implemented by these tools for the first time. The paper lays out a road map for combining other floating-point tools and for surmounting common challenges.
Introduction
Across many domains, numerical computations specified over the reals are actually implemented using floating-point arithmetic. Due to their finite nature, operations on floating-point numbers cannot be calculated exactly and accumulate roundoff errors. In addition, real-valued identities such as associativity no longer hold, making manual reasoning and optimization challenging. To address these challenges, new automated tools have recently been developed which build on advances in program rewriting and verification techniques to enable even non-experts to analyze and optimize their floating point code.
Some of these tools use sound techniques to statically bound roundoff errors of straight-line floating-point programs [8, 11, 21, 14, 15, 7] and partially automate complex analysis tasks [17, 9] . Other such tools use dynamic techniques to find inputs that suffer from large rounding errors [3, 22] . Yet other tools perform rewriting-based optimization [4, 16, 19, 7] and mixed-precision tuning [2, 6] to improve the accuracy and performance of floating-point programs.
Since these tools are typically complementary, each focusing on a distinct aspect of numerical reliability, users will need to compose several to meet their development needs. This makes ease of composition essential, and some first steps in this regard have been taken by the FPBench project [5] , which provides a common specification language for inputs to floating-point analysis tools similar to the one provided by the SMT-LIB standard [1] . However, no literature yet exists on the actual use of FPBench to compose tools and on the challenges that stand in the way of combining different floating-point tools, such as differing notions of error and different sets of supported functions.
In this paper we report on our experience implementing the first combination of two complementary floating-point analysis tools using FPBench: Herbie [16] and Daisy [7] . Herbie optimizes the accuracy of straight-line floating-point expressions, but employs a dynamic roundoff error analysis and thus cannot provide sound guarantees on the results. In contrast, Daisy performs static analysis of straight-line expressions, which is sound w.r.t. IEEE754 floating-point semantics [12] . Our combination of the tools is implemented as a script in the FPBench repository (https://github.com/FPBench/FPBench).
We see this combination of a heuristic and a sound technique as particularly interesting; Daisy can act as a backend for validating Herbie's optimizations. Daisy computes improved worst-case roundoff error bounds for many (but not all) expressions optimized by Herbie. On others it raises an alarm, discovering division-by-zero errors introduced by Herbie. We also improved the precision of Daisy's analysis of special functions as we found that some were sound but not accurate enough. Thus, the combination was also useful in uncovering limitations of both tools.
Daisy additionally implements a sound genetic programming-based accuracy optimization procedure. Our combination of Daisy and Herbie allows us to compare it to Herbie's unsound procedure based on greedy search. We discover important differences between the two procedures, suggesting that the techniques are not competitive but in fact complementary and best used in combination.
Some of the challenges we encountered, such as differing supported functions and different error measures, are likely to be encountered by other researchers or even end users combining floating-point tools, and our experience shows how these challenges can be surmounted. Our evaluation on benchmarks from the FPBench suite also shows that tool composition can provide end-to-end results not achievable by either tool in isolation and suggests that further connections with other tools should be investigated.
Implementation
The high-level goal of our combination is to use Daisy as a verification backend to Herbie to obtain a sound upper bound on the roundoff error of the expression returned by Herbie. By also evaluating the roundoff error of Herbie's output and of the input expression, we can obtain additional validation of the improvement. It should be noted, however, that Daisy cannot verify whether the actual worstcase or average roundoff error has decreased-a decrease in the computed upper bound can be due to an actual decrease or simply due to a stronger static bound. In many cases, however, such as in safety-critical systems, just proving a smaller static bound is already useful.
We have implemented the combination in a script, which we sketch in Figure 1 . For each straight-line input program f src , we first run Herbie to compute an optimized version f res . Both the optimized and unoptimized version are translated into Daisy's input format (using FPCore2Scala), and Daisy is run on both versions to compute error bounds.
Daisy supports several different types of error analysis, and we run Daisy in a portfolio style, where the tightest bound computed by any of the analyses is used. In particular, we use the interval analysis with subdivisions mode and the SMT solver mode (with Z3 [10] as the solver).
3 Since each analysis is sound, this provides the tightest error bound that Daisy can prove.
To implement the toolchain from Figure 1 , we had to address two major differences between Herbie and Daisy: Herbie and Daisy use different input (and output) formats, and Daisy requires domain bounds on all input variables, whereas Herbie allows unbounded inputs.
Formats To avoid having to add new frontends, we implemented a translator from FPBench's FPCore format to Daisy's Scala-based input language. As Herbie produces optimized expressions in FPCore, this translator allows us to run Daisy on both the benchmarks and on Herbie's optimized expressions. This translator is now part of the FPBench toolchain and can be used by other researchers and by users to integrate Daisy with other tools developed as part of the FPBench project.
Preconditions Both Daisy and Herbie allow preconditions for restricting the valid inputs to a floating-point computation. For Herbie, these preconditions are optional. In contrast, Daisy requires input ranges for performing a forward dataflow analysis to compute sound absolute roundoff error bounds. Several of the benchmarks in FPBench did not have a specified precondition. For our experiments, we manually added a meaningful precondition to these programs, with preconditions chosen to focus on input values with significant rounding errors. To avoid biasing the results, the preconditions were simple order-of magnitude ranges for each variable, with the endpoints of these ranges chosen from 1, 10 10 , or 10
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and their inverses and negations. 3 We found that neither interval analysis without subdivision nor alternate SMT solvers provided tighter bounds. Improvements in Daisy and Herbie Connecting Daisy and Herbie and running each on several previously unseen benchmarks uncovered numerous possibilities for improvements in Herbie and Daisy. In Herbie, several bugs were discovered by our efforts: an incorrect typechecking rule for let statements (which would reject some valid programs); incorrect handling of duplicate fields (which allowed one field to improperly override another); and an infinite loop in the sampling code (triggered by some preconditions). Real users running older versions of Herbie have since also reported these bugs, suggesting that issues addressed during tool composition helped improve user experience generally.
In Daisy, we discovered that the analysis of elementary functions was unnecessarily conservative and improved the rational approximations used. Error handling in both tools was also improved such that issues like (potential) divisions by zero or timeouts are now accurately reported. This more precise feedback significantly improves user friendliness and reduces debugging time.
Experimental Results
We perform two evaluations of our combination of Daisy and Herbie: we first use Daisy as a verification backend for Herbie and then we compare Daisy's and Herbie's rewriting algorithms. Both experiments use all supported benchmarks from the FPBench suite. A table with all the evaluation data can be found in the appendix. The experiments were run on a machine with an i7-4790K CPU and 32GB of memory. For each benchmark we give both Daisy and Herbie a timeout of 2 minutes.
Composing Daisy and Herbie Our first experiment considers Daisy solely as a tool for computing floating-point error bounds. Herbie is then used to attempt to improve the benchmark's accuracy.
Of the 105 benchmarks, Herbie times out on 24 of them. Of the remaining 48 benchmarks, Daisy raises an alarm 4 on 34 and can prove a bound on 48. Of the 48 benchmarks where Daisy can prove an error bound, Daisy's roundoff error analysis can prove a tighter worst-case error bound for 23 of Herbie's outputs, an equal bound for 14, and a looser bound for 11. These results are summarized in the left-most graph in Figure 2 .
Of the 34 benchmarks where Daisy raises an alarm, for 24 Daisy raises an alarm on the original input program and for 27 the alarm is raised on the output program Herbie produced. Some of these alarms are true positives while others are spurious. For example, in some benchmarks Herbie had introduced a possible division by 0, which Daisy was able to detect. In others, Herbie's output contained expressions like a/(1 + b
2 ), where Daisy is unable to prove that no division by zero occurs.
We see this as good evidence that Daisy can be used as a verification backend for Herbie. One challenge is that Daisy's error analysis can only show that Herbie's output has a smaller error bound, not that it is more accurate at any particular point on the original program. Additionally, it is difficult to determine which of Daisy's alarms are spurious. Despite these challenges, the combination of Daisy and Herbie was able to produce large, verified improvements in rounding error in many benchmarks. Herbie measures the error in terms units in the last place, or ULPs. To compute this error, Herbie randomly samples input values and takes the average of error across those inputs. It thus provides a dynamic, unsound measure of average ULPs of error. Daisy, meanwhile, uses a mathematical abstraction based on the definition of rounding and IEEE754 operator semantics to provide static, sound bounds on the maximum absolute error. The relationship between these two measures of error is central to using Herbie and Daisy together.
Despite these stark differences between Herbie's and Daisy's error measures, our evaluation data shows that Daisy and Herbie can be fruitfully used together: Daisy verifies that Herbie's improved program is no less accurate for 37/48 of the benchmarks. This suggests that, though Daisy and Herbie use very different means to measure error, both are successfully measuring the same underlying notion of error. The fact that Daisy's and Herbie's error measures are suited to their particular approaches (static analysis and program search) suggests that future tools should focus not on measuring error "correctly" but on finding an error measure well suited to their technical approach.
Comparing Daisy and Herbie Our second experiment compares Daisy's and Herbie's rewriting algorithms. Daisy uses genetic programming to search for a program with a tighter bound. Herbie, by contrast, uses a greedy search over a suite of different rewriting steps. We compare Herbie's rewriting algorithm, Daisy's rewriting algorithm, and Daisy's rewriting algorithm applied to the results of Herbie's rewriting algorithm. Figure 2 summarizes the accuracy improvements.
Of the 105 benchmarks, at least one of the rewriting algorithms succeeds on 71. Of the 71, Daisy's rewriting algorithm tightens the worst-case bound for 33 benchmarks; Herbie's for 23 benchmarks; and the combination for 30 benchmarks. Furthermore, Herbie's rewriting algorithm loosens the worst-case bound for 11 benchmarks, a consequence of its unsound error measurement technique or differing notion of error, while the combination does so for only 1.
Not only the number but also size of the error improvement matters. Daisy's rewriting algorithm was able to reduce the error bound by a factor of 1.2 (0.08 orders of magnitude) on average; Herbie's by a factor of 10.14 (1.01 orders of magnitude); and the combination by a factor of 12.79 (1.11 orders of magnitude). The combination clearly provided the greatest reduction in error bounds; furthermore, Daisy's algorithm provides larger benefits when applied to Herbie's optimized program than when applied to the benchmark directly.
It seems that Daisy's rewriting algorithm provides a fairly consistent but small tightening of error bounds, while Herbie's algorithm can suggest dramatic and unexpected changes in the expression. However, these large changes sometimes have significantly looser error bounds. In those cases, combining Herbie's and Daisy's rewriting algorithms provides a tighter error bound, reaping the benefits of Herbie's rewriting algorithm without the large increases in error bounds that it sometimes causes.
Discussion
This paper reports on the combination of Daisy and Herbie and illustrates the benefits of composing complementary floating-point tools to achieve results neither tool provides in isolation. This case study serves as a representative example: similar combinations could be constructed for other tools using this paper's approach. Combinations of Gappa [9] , Fluctuat [11] , FPTaylor [21] , or other verification tools [8, 14, 15] with Herbie could also allow validating Herbie's optimizations. Verification tools could also be used to validate the output of other unsound tools, such as Precimonious [18] and STOKE [20] . Comparisons with sound optimization tools such as Salsa [4] and FPTuner [2] could also be explored.
In our experiments we have seen that there is no correlation between the error measures of Daisy and Herbie. Experiments with other tools and other error measurements could help clarify the relationships between different error measures. Particularly interesting is whether other uncorrelated error measures nonetheless evaluate changes to programs in correlated ways, as Daisy's and Herbie's error measures do. Tools that use error measures related in this way can be composed, even if they use different error measures Ultimately, we envision using the combination of Daisy and Herbie within larger developments such as VCFloat [17] . VCFloat provides partial automation for reasoning about floating-point computations in CompCert C-light [13] programs. In this context, our toolchain could provide an optimization tactic, that could be applied to (provably) increase accuracy for floating-point segments of C-light programs.
A Experimental Data
In this section we give the experimental results on which all conclusions from Section 3 are based. The experiments were run on a machine with an i7-4790K CPU and 32GB of memory. For each benchmark we give both Daisy and Herbie a timeout of 2 minutes. To obtain our data we have run the script from Figure 1 . Table 1 and Table 2 contain all benchmarks for which we can compute an end-to-end result, i.e. at least one run of Daisy succeeds on both Herbies input and output, and Herbie does not time out. Table 3 and Table 4 contain all benchmarks for which at least one of our rewritings applied in Section 3 succeds, i.e. either rewriting with only Daisy, only Herbie or with both does not time out and does not raise an alarm. In the table, TO refers to either Herbie or Daisy not computing a result within 2 minutes. SQRTNEG and DIV0 refer to Daisy finding a possible square root of a negative number, respectively division by zero. POW refers to Daisy encountering a power expression a b where b is not an integer value. COND and CBRT refer to Daisy failing because the input contains a conditional, respectively a cube root, as both are currently not implemented in Daisy.
In the following we list the benchmarks for which we did not obtain an endto-end result, sorted by the reason for the failure:
floudas1, hartman6, kepler1, kepler2, triangle7, triangle8, triangle9, triangle10, triangle11, triangle12, odometryX1, odometryY1, odometryX5, pid3, pid5, leadLag3, leadLag5, trapezoid3, trapezoid5, train4_out1, train4_state1, train4_state2, train4_state3, train4_state4, train4_state5, train4_state7, train4_state8, train4_state9 Table 4 . Roundoff error estimates computed by Daisy for our evaluation of different rewriting approaches. The first column contains the baseline, Daisy refers to Daisy with Z3 and rewriting, Herbie refers to running Herbies optimizations only and "Both" means running first Herbie and then optimizing using Daisy with Z3 and rewriting. The column minimum gives the minimum roundoff error by any of the three optimizations -Part 2
